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Dear Friends,
September Letter ~ 2017
Dear Friends,
My OBEDIENCE to Christ as an End-Times Watchman on the wall, is to TELL ALL
who have ears to HEAR, what I KNOW and UNDERSTAND to be the TRUTH, as we
walk together in these End-Times Days.
One of my favourite people of “Prophecy Explained” in these late hours is Brother
Amir Tsarfati of Behold Israel. I believe he accurately and rightly divides the Word
of Truth into contextual format, for us to EASILY understand and digest. And I
THANK God for him, every single day.
There are many with differing opinions and ideas, but Brother Amir, dissects the
PROPHETIC Word of Truth in Biblical CONTEXT. And especially in light of Israel
and the Jewish people …God’s CHOSEN people, and the SUBJECT MATTER of His
entire Redemption Plan.
Since Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden; NO OTHER people have rated MORE
highly, or MORE specifically; for His GLORY, and His PLAN and PURPOSE, than
the Nation of Israel and the Jewish People. And approximately two thirds of the
scripture is PROPHECY with the Jews as the SUBJECT matter; or the OBJECT of
His Prophetic Word. We GENTILES, are just BLESSED to be GRAFTED IN to the
VINE ~ via that same Redemption Plan. And I ~ for one am ETERNALLY GRATEFUL
to BE a spiritual sibling, of the Jewish People, via Calvary, and The Message of The
Cross. (As I PRAY you are, also).
Enjoy Brother Amir, as He discusses “End-Times TOPICS” (for US ~ the Church ~
The Bride of Christ ~ for WHOM Christ is COMING BACK)… in this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2I_-LFEceRc&t=8s
Jer 2:1 AND THE word of the Lord came to me [Jeremiah], saying,
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Jer 2:2 Go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem, saying, Thus says the Lord: I [earnestly]
remember the kindness and devotion of your youth, your love after your betrothal [in
Egypt] and marriage [at Sinai] when you followed Me in the wilderness, in a land
not sown.
Jer 2:3 Israel was holiness [something set apart from ordinary purposes, dedicated]
to the Lord, the firstfruits of His harvest [of which no stranger was allowed to
partake]; all who ate of it [injuring Israel] offended and became guilty; evil came
upon them, says the Lord. (Amp) Amen!
Take note…This Scripture talks of PAST TENSE! Something has happened to the
LOVE and DEVOTION Israel ONCE had for God! What happened! IDOLATRY!
Something OTHER than God steps in and contaminates the INTIMATE relationship!
Anything that takes the place of God in your life ~ is IDOLATRY!
And NOT ONLY Israel and the Jewish people… but US… all around the world, are
affected exactly the same way. We have allowed the cares of this world to choke out
our LOVE for our FIRST love, Christ! And we MUST return to our FIRST LOVE ~
Christ, and be READY for His CALLING us home, very soon! Are you READY? He’s
coming VERY SOON!
IDOLATRY KILLS!!! Beware!!!
REIGION KILLS ~ RELATIONSHIP!!! Beware!!!
And again, as Brother Amir shares on stage at the “Understanding The Times
Conference” hosted by Jan Markell, and Olive Tree Ministries; as he explains for us
all, WHY …“EUROPE (IS) READY for the Antichrist”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnpUKnD98T0&t=189s
And we again END with Brother Amir praying the “AARONIC BLESSING” over us
ALL. Amen!
“The Aaronic Blessing” by Amir Tsarfati.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eB74f_z9l1g

Till next month
From my house to yours
Blessings of the abundant kind!

Leila Nord.
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